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Cyber Essentials Voucher Scheme - Grants up to £1,000 available
The Cyber Essentials Voucher Scheme is a key part of the Third Sector Action Plan. It is managed by the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO). Any small to medium sized third sector organisation can apply for a grant of
up to £1,000 towards Cyber Essentials or Cyber Essentials Plus accreditation.
The first round of applications to SCVO ran from 7 November to 16 December. A high number of applications were
received, and over 60 third sector organisations have been successful. Find out more information, including details on
the second application round opening soon at the SCVO website
You can read about Food Train’s Cyber Essentials journey in this newsletter.

Third Sector Key Partner resources
The Scottish Government, as part of their Third Sector Action Plan on Cyber Resilience, working with key partners including the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO), have a
range of materials and resources to support Scotland’s third sector to raise fundamental levels of cyber resilience.

New NCSC Website and Feedback Request
You can preview the new NCSC beta test site, with an opportunity to provide feedback directly. Several resources will
be available on official launch of the new NCSC website including e-training packages on staff awareness and the
small charities guide, together with a Board Toolkit.

Your FREE Staff Training Guide
Our Scottish Government Workplace Learning Co-ordinator has produced a Staff Training Guide which can be used to
get started with supporting staff on the cyber fundamentals.

You can access it via this link http://t.ly/WorkplaceCyberTraining

Key Dates
TSI Conference, 7 March - Murrayfield, Edinburgh
Third Sector Cyber Catalysts, 14 March - Edinburgh
Cyber Scotland Week - 22-28 April - Across Scotland
NCSC Cyber UK - 24 & 25 April 2019 - SECC Glasgow

Contacts
cyberresilience@gov.scot
@CyberResScot
Cyberist Scotland

The Scottish Government and ScotlandIS will
be launching Cyber Scotland Week from 22nd
to 28th April 2019.
Cyber Scotland Week will consist of a range of
events/workshops/talks from key partners
aimed at raising awareness of good cyber
resilience, showcasing the innovative work
that is happening across Scotland’s cyber
sector, and promoting careers in cyber
security.
This is a partner event to the UK
Government’s flagship cyber event, CYBERUK
2019, that is taking place in Scotland for the
first time at Glasgow’s SECC on 24 -25 April.
Find out more here.

Cyber Resilience Unit colleagues Dan, Conor,
Kirstie and Douglas were delighted to speak with a
number of charities across the two days. While
Kirstie also offered a session to help charities
around their staff training on cyber fundamentals
in the Digital Supplier Marketplace.
Look out for the Cyber Resilience Unit at the
upcoming Third Sector Interface (TSI) conference
at Murrayfield on 7 March. We will be on hand to
offer any cyber advice together with a number of
free materials and resources.

Our key partners include the SCVO, NCSC, and our
Third Sector Cyber Catalysts.

Our Third Sector Cyber Catalysts
Strengthening leadership, communications and awareness raising
Some of our Cyber Catalysts- Fife Voluntary Action, the Association of Chief Officers of Scottish
Voluntary Organisations (ACOSVO), Scottish Sports Association and the Coalition of Care Providers
Scotland (CCSP) - are piloting targeted approaches to local, thematic and board level communications
and engagement on cyber security. These projects will focus on a range of organisations and
audiences in sub sectors of the charity sector, including at board/trustee level. The projects have been
funded by the Scottish Government Cyber Resilience Unit, and will be project managed by SCVO.

“These projects driven by our catalyst partners will provide some very valuable insight to cyber
messaging and awareness-raising measures within these specific sectors and areas. I am looking
forward to working with our project leads and sharing their learnings with the wider sector.”
Douglas Armstrong, Head of Third Sector Cyber Resilience , Scottish Government

Further information available on the Scottish
Government’s cyber advice and guidance

Food Train Cyber Essentials Journey
Food Train is an award winning charity providing practical support
services helping older people to live more independently at home.
The Food Train embedding cyber resilience fundamentals
As part of the SCVO Pilot Grant Scheme in Autumn 2017, the Food Train decided to apply and go through Cyber
Essentials accreditation. This highlighted several issues that we have worked with our IT support provider to
address. In total, it took us three months to become accredited and cost £380 for the certification and £900 of
IT support time. Our senior management team presented at our organisation’s away-day, as part of staff
awareness-raising, the importance of cyber security to all staff and some common scenarios. We then signed
up and adopted online training for all staff (COMP TIA) and new starts to undertake.
We worked closely with our external IT supplier on required updates and patches for all of our computers to
the latest version of Windows, and made sure our Virus and Malware protection was up to date. There were
several laptops that had missed out on regular updates and would have been at risk.
Our internal operations team reviewed and refreshed our policies and procedures in relation to data
management and handling, on-site security and external storage devices (USBs). We made the new policies a
compulsory part of the induction process for new staff, including any volunteers.
We reviewed our user access controls and privileges. The main issues were i) Volunteers all used the same
login details, so a volunteer who was only with us for a few months could still access our systems using the
same credentials long after they had left; ii) New starts had the default, full-access, level. We decided to
change it so they would have reduced access and would be upgraded on completion of their probation period.
We drafted an incident response plan, which for us is a short document with the contact details for the people
who we would need to coordinate with across a variety of scenarios. We are a small team with minimal
internal knowledge in relation to how to respond to any successful cyber-attack on the organisation. We would
need to contact external support very quickly to determine what has occurred and to support us to take appropriate steps. Our plan covers these initial steps, rather than anything technical, allowing us to access the right
support and expertise in such event.

CYBER FOR LEADERS – IT’S EVERYONE’S BUSINESS
Questions for your Board/ Trustees


How do I demonstrate leadership on cyber resilience?



Is cyber resilience on our risk register?



Are we cyber-security accredited?



Do we raise awareness, train and educate our staff on cyber security?



Are we members of the Cyber Security Information Sharing Partnership (CiSP)?



Do we have effective incident response procedures for cyber?

Is it safe and secure? How do we know?

A special invitation to Scotland’s third sector organisations
CYBERUK, Wednesday 24 April 2019, Glasgow
The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) in conjunction with the Scottish Government and the Scottish
Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO) will be running a FREE interactive half day afternoon workshop
open for all small and medium sized third sector organisations.

What will this include and who should attend?


Any third sector organisation looking to better understand and put into practice some basic cyber
fundamentals for their organisation from operational, technical and governance controls/measures.



Find out about the current and new NCSC resources available including staff awareness.



A networking opportunity to meet and speak with Scotland’s Third Sector Cyber Catalysts, NCSC
colleagues and other third sector organisations as part of this workshop and day.



Exhibition access to CYBERUK on 24 April, lunch and free available NCSC technical support

“We are delighted to bring CYBERUK 2019 to Glasgow. The two days will be packed with expert speakers,
interesting debates, workshops, challenges and opportunities for networking. Delegates will be able to hear
first-hand how the UK cyber security strategy is evolving, learn about the current threat landscape and
contribute their own ideas and thinking.” Ciaran Martin, Chief Executive, NCSC

YOU CAN REGISTER YOUR INTEREST WITH THE CYBER RESILIENCE UNIT BY 29 MARCH

PLACES FOR THIS WORKSHOP ARE VERY LIMITED. SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT CYBER RESILIENCE
UNIT WILL BE IN CONTACT AFTER THE ABOVE DATE TO CONFIRM YOUR PLACE

Hosting an event during Cyber Scotland Week?
Third Sector organisations participating in Cyber Scotland Week by hosting an event can find out
about funding and merchandise support from the Scottish Government Cyber Resilience Unit

Neurocyber in Scotland
Cyber Security Challenge UK will be hosting Scotland's first Neurocyber event at the Oracle in
Linlithgow, in partnership with Scottish Government and YoungScot. This event will bring
together those interested in helping to fill the critical shortfall of young people entering the
cyber security industry, and is specifically designed to enable autistic young people and adults
to access education and employment opportunities highly relevant to their skills, which in
turn will enable them to live fulfilling lives.
You'll hear from companies leading the tech and cyber markets in Scotland, Scottish
Government, as well as autism and employer support networks as they gather to discuss the
value of diversity in the workplace, and why we hope to build an inclusive pipeline that
attracts, and most importantly, retains autistic people in rewarding careers in tech and cyber
security.

Find out more and register for this event here.

Learning zone
March 31st: World Back up Day
Having a back–up of your data is essential. If your data / information was held to ransom or destroyed,
it wouldn’t be as big a worry if you have a back up copy. Use this guide to consider what things you
should be backing up. More advice about backing up.

Teach your staff the back-up policy in your organisation.
NCSC Secure Storage Guidance
ICO –Cloud Computing

NCSC Guidance Update
Cyber security for major events
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/cybersecurity-major-events

NCSC Blogs
CyBOK - three new Knowledge Areas for review
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/cybok-three-new-knowledge-areas-review
NCSC Cross Domain Solutions Industry Pilot
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/ncsc-cross-domain-solutions-industry-pilot
One year left for Windows 7 support
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/one-year-left-windows-7-support
CyberFirst Girls Competition 2019 - a chance to shine
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/cyberfirst-girls-competition-2019-chance-shine

Press & Media
Girls urged to join the tide of young people pursuing GCHQ cyber pipeline path

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/girls-urged-join-tide-young-people-pursuing-gchq-cyberpipeline-path
Cyber experts urge global CEOs to understand threat
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/cyber-experts-urge-global-ceos-understand-threat

January Threat Reports
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/report/weekly-threat-report-25th-january-2019
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/report/weekly-threat-report-18th-january-2019
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/report/weekly-threat-report-11th-january-2019

